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he many benefits brought about by
cloud computing are well established.
The upsides of flexibility, agility and time to
market are taken as gospel, but with those,
unfortunately, can come an element of
uncertainty, particularly around cost. When
costs are part of the conversation around
cloud, the angle is often about turning capex
to opex, and paying for what you use. But
with flexibility to meet fluctuating levels of
demand, there can also be an escalation or
decline in the associated costs. We will need
to work out how to budget for these shifting
levels.
With the local Azure datacentre regions
coming online earlier this year, there are
now fewer hurdles in the way preventing
adoption. And with other hyperscale players
also set to launch local facilities over the
coming years, hyperscale cloud availability
is fast becoming an African reality. With
that comes the likelihood of multi-cloud
adoption, and the management of services
and costs across these digital estates is
something you will need to consider.
Another adage that’s often brought up is
‘Fail fast, fail often, fail forward’, and in this
cloud world, applications can be quickly
created by developers, cloud services
integrated, the application launched and
then, for whatever reason, it could fail to
gain adoption. Who remembers to retire this
application? And terminate the associated
cloud services that are being billed for?
As CIOs, we need to start looking at
the bigger picture in terms of total cost of
ownership of cloud. Undoubtedly, there
will be some ‘settling’ as your organisation
transitions to this world, getting used to
different ways of working, changing skills
requirements, processes and fluctuating
costs.
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In this issue of Transformer, the official
publication of the CIO Council, we look at
many of these issues, from how you should
go about evaluating your shift to the cloud,
and the key stages involved, to total cost of
ownership around cloud adoption. We also
look at rightsizing IT to fit your organisation’s
structure and processes, and investigate
some organisations that have gone all-in
on the cloud. You’ll also find a couple of
fascinating CIO roundtables - one further
examines CIO spending, and the second
focuses on the impact of PoPI, which is fast
approaching.
Happy reading

Ulrike Weitz
Editor

To access the additional content in our
digital versions (iPad, Android and/or
PDF), scan the QR code or visit
http://books.itweb.co.za/transformer/

Advertorial

Azure heralds
new age of cloud
in SA
T

rusted South African Microsoft partner Altron
Karabina believes the recently launched Azure data
centres will herald a dramatically different approach
to the cloud in the country.
“This is the first investment of a major vendor into Africa
and highlights how the continent has become positioned
for growth in the cloud. A typical local data centre provides
hardware hosting space for businesses. But the Azure
data centres allow companies to truly experience solutions
built for the cloud and leverage things such as data lakes,
big data, artificial intelligence, IoT and machine-learning
platforms. This marks the arrival of true born in the cloud
services in South Africa,” says Ryan Jamieson, Solutions and
Innovation Officer at Altron Karabina.
In fact, such has been the anticipation that Altron
Karabina had customers migrating within an hour of the
Azure data centres launching here.
“Typically, the speed of accessing servers in Europe
averages at 160 milliseconds but with a local alternative now
available, companies can access business-critical systems
in four milliseconds. Additionally, these data centres meet
a huge amount of security criteria as mandated by the likes
of the United States government and the European Union
which we are inheriting. Most other data centres locally
do not offer that level of protection. In fact, Microsoft has
more than 4 000 dedicated security professionals working
on protecting their systems which is more than the staff
complement of most local organisations,” he says.

Migration considerations
Of course, migrating entails more than faster speeds and
improved security. According to Jamieson, Azure has over
60 complete elements, 20 different storage types, and 33
different locations to choose from, offering customers 25
million potential configuration options.
“This ensures that every customer can have a completely
unique and tailored approach to their business needs.
Moving to the cloud can be compared to building a house.
You get the architect to come and look what there is and
plan things out. Then comes the builder and ensures you
have something that is usable. And when everything is done,
there needs to be ongoing maintenance. The cloud is exactly
like that, requiring a definite process.”

www.altronkarabina.com
011 463 8155 | Connect@altronkarabina.com

Ryan Jamieson, Solutions and Innovation Officer at Altron Karabina

Companies need to assess their needs, plan the migration
(considering things such as cost, availability, backup, and
security), and when the migration finally occurs, they can
assess that it is done correctly and scales according to their
growth requirements.

Universal obstacles call for a trusted migration partner
Even though every migration is unique, South African
businesses are still mindful about the bandwidth
requirements necessary to do so.
“You need quality bandwidth to get everything into a
data centre. Additionally, the business needs to carefully
examine which workloads need to be moved first. Simply
put, if the migration is not planned properly, it will fail.
Some might even suggest that moving to the cloud is 90%
planning and 10% implementation.”
Unfortunately, he believes, not many local businesses are
managing this strategically.
“Companies need to watch what they deploy and how it is
done. From a cost perspective, once any cloud solution goes
live, the business starts paying for it, so they need to make
sure it is done right.
Ultimately, he says it is about having the flexibility that
only true cloud services can provide.
“Companies can do things faster and cheaper in Azure.
Two years ago, most local companies were unsure about
whether they should migrate to the cloud. Now, those same
companies already have cloud policies in place. For them,
it is a matter of moving to the cloud with the mechanics of
doing so still to be determined.”
However, he says that the arrival of the Azure data centres
has changed this.
“To date, we have done assessments for more than 11 000
servers in making the transition. The cloud is here to stay,
and we will remain your trusted partner in handling this
migration,” he concludes.
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Cloud economics

The true cost
of cloud
Although one of the most compelling reasons to adopt cloud is cost savings,
establishing the true cost isn’t always easy.
by Monique Verduyn PHOTO: supplied

stimating the cost of a cloud migration is a
daunting task for any CIO. It requires several
steps, including an understanding of what the
organisation is hoping to achieve, a
comprehensive grasp of the financial
investment, and a review of the existing
application and server portfolio.

E

So where does an organisation start?
Developing a value case for cloud is a critical
first step needed to gain support from the
C-suite, says Pradeep Roy, cloud advisory lead
for Africa at Accenture Technology.
“The cloud value case is the start of a threepart migration,” he explains. “The first is the
cloud strategy, assessment and roadmap; the
second is cloud transformation and migration,
moving workloads and adopting to a new
operating model and culture; and the third is
maximising value through cloud management
and optimisation.”
Such an approach provides the organisation
with an in-depth view of the investments
required, and the benefits it can expect to realise
over a three- to five-year cloud journey, he adds.
“This is key to making a strong business
case that will satisfy the CFO as well as other
members of the executive team,” says Roy.
“Taking this data and then applying a migration
or transformation roadmap to achieve the
target state is necessary to provide a year-byyear view of the costs of migration, as well as
the benefits that will result from not having to

“In most organisations an 18-month
to two-year ROI is seen as attractive.”
4
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repeatedly refresh on-premise hardware. In most
organisations an 18-month to two-year ROI is
seen as attractive.”
Massive retraining
Collin Govender, group executive for shared
services at technology group Altron, recently
oversaw the migration of the company’s HR
system to Microsoft Azure. He recommends
bringing a migration partner on board to
mitigate pitfalls and help to train and upskill staff.
“Silly mistakes, such as investing in systems
that are not required, can be costly,” he
warns. “Another consideration is infrastructure
management. With on-premise, there are
usually a number of engineers looking after
the infrastructure, and these costs are likely to
disappear. If the business has outsourced the
support function, once it moves to the cloud
it will still require some capacity to manage,
but the requirement will be 10% of what it was.
Infrastructure management is significantly
reduced and businesses can redeploy IT
resources elsewhere.”
Govender used the migration as an
opportunity to retrain systems implementers.
Before the migration, the team operated in the
backend and was non-customer facing. “We
trained them to become customer facing in
their roles. Once cloud applications have been
rolled out across the business, upskilling is
needed to realise the full cost benefits. Change
management and technical training are critical
aspects of the cloud journey – costs that
also need to be factored in. Retraining is also
needed to make staff comfortable with new
applications.”
Another signification benefit comes from
reserved instances, says Govender. This is

essentially a reservation of resources and
capacity, for one or three years. Organisations
can buy reservations at contract rates, and
commit to paying for all of the hours of the
term. In this way, the hourly rate is significantly
less, which can benefit CIOs who are ready to
make a long-term cloud commitment.
Cloud-based payroll and HR software
company Payspace is another company that
recently migrated to Azure.
“Adopting platform-as-a-service systems
allowed us to deploy more rapidly,” says director
and co-founder Clyde van Wyk. “It also allowed
us to scale up and down rapidly during peak and
off-peak times based on our clients’ demands.”
Once his team had a rough idea of the
number of services Payspace would consume, it
calculated the budget required to transition the
infrastructure to the cloud. It then conducted a
proof of concept on the backup processes and
services that would be consumed to provide an
always-on environment, and added this to the
calculation.
“There is no simple way to calculate migration
costs but the more preparation and assessment
work you put in, the more you can lower costs,”
says Van Wyk.

Pradeep Roy, cloud
advisory lead for
Africa, Accenture
Technology

Cloud value case
According to Accenture, developing a cloud value case is the start of a
three-part migration journey that consists of:
1. Cloud strategy, assessment and roadmap.
2. Cloud transformation and migration - moving workloads to the cloud, and
moving to a new operating model and culture.
3. Maximising value through cloud management and optimisation.

Because it’s such a complex exercise, it requires a multi-disciplinary team
and a number of workstreams:
- Application strategy - current application portfolio and cloud-optimised
target state.
- Hybrid infrastructure strategy - what the hybrid architecture will look like.
- Operating model strategy - what the software-defined infrastructure will be.
- Security strategy - tools, processes and skills required to manage a cloud
environment.
- Change strategy to transition the organisation to a new way of working.

ISSUE#20 | Q2 2019
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total cost of cloud

Making sense of cloud TCO
Total cost of ownership was never a simple calculation to begin with, and the cloud
world is making it much more complicated.

by James Francis PHOTO: supplied

n interesting issue arose on the way to the
cloud. It was a concept that had been around
for a while and started gaining traction in the
’90s. At about the same time, brainstorming
executives at Compaq coined the term ‘cloud
computing’, captured in a business plan
document. But the term would only attract wider
attention when cloud-native companies such as
Google started using it around 2006.
Only they weren’t called ‘cloud native’ back
then, when it would have made no sense. Few
cloud outsiders understood what made the
business systems of these companies different.
It took considerably longer for others to fully
grasp the cloud’s potential and, at first, the value
propositions seemed straightforward: cloud is
much more affordable than on-premise systems.
Software-as-a-service and its XaaS counterpart
became the apocalyptic horsemen of the tin

A

Dave Bartoletti, lead
public cloud platforms
analyst, Forrester
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world, at least as far as the price tag went.
By 2012 that narrative was being questioned
and it ended up being too simplistic. The deeper
value of cloud was to be a much more significant
revolution, but something that hasn’t quite
caught up with this is working out the total cost
of ownership (TCO).
Total economic impact
Put simply, TCO is the sum of the product along
with its operational costs. The question of what
value it provides is often not factored in nor is it
always necessary, if you start with a clean slate.
But many companies and practically all enterprises
don’t have that luxury, yet basic guidance tends to
only focus on a narrow field of costs. Online cloud
TCO calculators such as those from Amazon and
Microsoft focus primarily on more foundational
elements, such as computing power, storage,
operating systems, bandwidth and databases.
“The native public cloud cost calculators are
strong tools for cost estimation, but they are
not TCO calculators,” says Dave Bartoletti, lead
public cloud platforms analyst at Forrester. “They
should provide one set of inputs into a broader
cloud business case, namely estimates of running
instances, service costs and migration costs. The
broader business case should look at the total
economic impact of a cloud migration, not just
total cost of ownership.”
Other factors include training, hiring and
expected gains from operational efficiencies. Since
the cloud is the automation and customisation
Avalon, improvements in IT’s speed and agility are
particularly popular value propositions. The list
moves progressively further along the value route,
into less tangible factors such as improved speed
to market, balanced project support, innovation
and customer satisfaction. A Forrester report
also stresses risk – implementation risks, impact
risks, strategic risks and measurement risks – as
important.
Bartoletti separates these into quantified and
unquantified factors, with the former including
developer productivity and IT infrastructure
savings, while unquantified benefits pool together
savings such as faster product completion and
reducing technical debt. Many of these value
factors sit close to other parts of the business, so
no cloud TCO is complete if they are not involved.
“Your cloud business case, whether it’s a
migration project for existing apps, data and
infrastructure, a new project to support new cloud-

“The business case should look
at the total economic impact of a
cloud migration, not just total cost of
ownership.”
based application development or a data centre
infrastructure lift-and-shift, must include benefits
articulated differently for different stakeholders.
Developers, business leaders and IT leaders all view
cloud through different lenses so your business
case must show value for all of them.”
As he notes, there are different cases for cloud
adoption as well. This could take off some of the
pressure that all-or-nothing traditional tech TCOs
would generate. Cloud migrations can be done
in many different ways and even moving large
tier 1 applications is becoming less complicated.
Big bang or lift-and-shift approaches might have
once been the dominant way to approach major
upgrade projects, but the cloud world has a lot
more leeway.
Whether through shadow IT or some progressive
allowances, a lot of cloud services are already in
enterprises. Though not all migration or upgrade
projects can happen piecemeal, it’s worth using
these existing cloud pockets as user case studies
and maybe even a project champion or two.

A Cloud TCO scorecard
A cloud TCO scorecard depends heavily on the business’s anticipated
outcomes, varying by sector, as well as the size and duration of projects.
There are several categories that should be regarded and scaled
according to those needs:
- Infrastructure costs: What is the cost of existing infrastructure such as
hardware, operating systems, storage and such?
- Training and hiring costs: How will training for cloud skills and hiring cloud
professionals impact training budgets and payroll?
- Operations optimisation: What are the expected outcomes for efficiencies
in the business and the value derived from those?
- Top-line revenue benefits: How will a cloud investment aid faster product
development and time-to-market performance?
- Project bottlenecks: How will a cloud investment make the allocation of
project resources fairer and enable more agile project management?
- Customer experience: What are the anticipated outcomes and value around
customer service and retention?

ISSUE#20 | Q2 2019
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benefits

Turning intangible into
tangible
The immediate benefits of moving to cloud are obvious, and have often been
extolled, but there’s more to it than that.

by Rodney Weidemann PHOTO: Karolina Komendera

he cloud is so much a part of the fabric of
business today that it seems as though every
business has made the transition, but the fact is
that many have not yet even begun their
journey. For these enterprises, when taking the
decision to move to the cloud, the first order of
business is to quantify its value.
The trouble here, says Avsharn Bachoo, chief
technology officer of PPS Insurance, is that
usually when deciding on cloud vs on-premise,
organisations base the decision on the total cost
of ownership (TCO). However, he adds, TCO
only looks at the easily quantifiable elements
like hardware, software, facilities and expenses,
without factoring in less tangible elements like
agility.
“Ultimately, TCO is an old-school approach
to IT procurement that really has no relevance
when transitioning to the cloud. TCO averages
the cost of an asset over its lifetime, which
may work for physical assets like servers that
depreciate over time, but it fails dismally in
dealing with the intangible attributes of an asset,”
Bachoo says.
He advocates using TCO as a starting point as
it helps to, for example, predict certain outcomes
and understanding the tangible cost of cloud
and, therefore, the rands and cents benefit of
moving to cloud. “However, cloud benefits tend

T
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Avsharn Bachoo, CTO
at PPS Insurance

to go much deeper, offering what I refer to as
‘nebulous benefits’.”
While these benefits may be difficult to
measure, they can have a substantial impact on
the business. For example, continues Bachoo,
you can have immediate access to the latest
technologies that could give you a firstmover advantage and keep you ahead of your
competitors. These latest technologies can also
help create new revenue streams.”
Indeed, participants in a recent online cloud
adoption survey, conducted by ITWeb, indicated
that being faster to market was the third most
compelling reason for moving to the cloud
- after ‘instant access to infrastructure’ and
‘reduced operating cost’.
“Cloud also offers increased customer
satisfaction due to faster response rates, ensures
optimum utilisation of resources and provides
user-friendly features and easily configurable
tools; none of which are elements that are easy
to quantify,” says Bachoo.
Elaine Wang, Rectron cloud and software
solutions director, points out that new softwareas-a-service applications change the way in
which people work. With the proper change
management and user training, companies can
benefit from improvements in productivity.
What this means is that the app may actually
translate directly into benefits, such as increased
revenues and cost savings from operations. For
users, access to tools that help them to work
better could also lead to an increase in worker
satisfaction and improvements in collaboration
within the organisation.
Balanced scorecard
Bachoo says that the “secret to quantifying an
intangible element is to turn it into a tangible
element”. The way to do this is to start by
identifying a sample of intangible cloud benefits.
Once this sample list is defined, assess these
elements against a balanced scorecard, which
is a well-established methodology that is used
to analyse organisational performance from the
financial, customer, business process and learning
and growth perspectives.
Some of the potential business benefits that
should be included on this scorecard are the
ability to improve customer expectations through
faster cloud services; new innovations that can be
developed by leveraging disruptive technologies
such as the IOT, and opportunities to digitise,
due to competitive advantage obtained from the
cloud.

“The more people embrace the
cultural change, the easier the cloud
migration becomes.”
There are also technology benefits that
should be included, such as increased efficiency,
seamless scalability and lower cost through
services.
“I would map each of the above elements to
the financial, customer, business and learning
and growth perspectives. I would then compare
the completed balance scorecards for each
of the public, private and hybrid models and
select the optimal model based on my business
requirements,” says Bachoo.
Once this balanced scorecard is developed,
CIOs can use it to drive value into their
organisation, to empower business teams to
take on new projects or innovative ideas. The
scorecard also helps to encourage long-term
cloud-centric ventures, like converting virtual
servers to containers, or converting monolithic
systems to micro-service systems, or even the
adoption of artificial intelligence and machine
learning to assist with automation.
“In this way, implementing a cloud balanced
scorecard becomes more about culture than mere
numbers, as would be the case with TCO. And the
more people embrace the cultural change, the
easier the cloud migration, whichever model you
ultimately choose, becomes,” he concludes.
Additional reporting by Natasha Meintjies

The top five intangible benefits of cloud
1.

Improved customer service.

2.

Improved collaboration between departments
(and other organisations).

3.

Improved customer engagement.

4.

Doing more development through an agile methodology.

5.

Improved communication between departments.

Source: http://www.stayoutfront.com/
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rightsizing

What’s your cloud size?
Rightsizing is about finding the right fit for the organisation by ensuring that the
steps of restructure, process and reorganise deliver value and cost optimisation.

by Tamsin Oxford PHOTO: supplied

s organisations migrate into the cloud, they
often discover that the costs are higher, the
deliverables the same, and the challenges
ongoing.
In fact, a recent study by Bain & Company
found that the like-for-like transfer of existing
data, services and applications can be 10-15%
more expensive than remaining on-premise. A
disciplined approach to rightsizing workloads
before migrating them to the public cloud is a
must, the study advises.

A

Sylvia Bopape, Group IT
Manager Africa, Babcock
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Rightsizing is about getting IT infrastructure,
networking, instances, and workload
performances into precisely the right position
to ensure cost-efficiencies and productivity
capabilities. Or else…
Done correctly, rightsizing offers the
organisation inordinate value in that it allows
the restructure of IT infrastructure within more
efficient parameters. It can help achieve cost
savings and better performance, it can also ensure
that the organisation ekes out value from data
centres and hardware and other elements of
existing infrastructure.
“Companies convert to the cloud without
resourcing correctly, as they are not considering
the impact of legacy infrastructure and ongoing
user demand,” says Sylvia Bopape, Group IT
Manager Africa, Babcock. “You need to ensure
that the size you select is futureproof, capable of
downsizing and upsizing with the business.”
fix it
So how does the organisation match instance
types and sizes to workload performance and
capacity requirements while still ticking the box of
‘lowest possible cost’?
“By and large, infrastructure teams are still
dictated by vendors as to what the correct virtual
machine (VM) sizing is,” says Denish Haripal, Group
CIO, ENX Group. “The infrastructure team needs
to add input into the resource requirements of a
VM and ask questions about how the resourcing
works to ensure the right resources are allocated.
Often this team only gets involved at the end of
the project as infrastructure requirements are seen
as the least important. I think their involvement is
key at the onset. Proper governance and approval
structures also have to be in place to ensure that
new workloads are implemented, moved and
disposed of correctly.”
Belinda Milwidsky, IT manager at Fluxmans,
says the migration from on-prem to cloud should
highlight capacity issues or bad coding problems
that have impacted the business, often without
anyone realising. The resource limitations imposed
by bad coding or limited capacity can then be
corrected, but only if due diligence into process
and system is undertaken first.
“If rightsizing is ignored, it can increase the
cost and maintenance of applications and this
can result in poor performance and an adverse
customer experiences,” says Milwidsky. “When it
comes to VM sizing, a certain number of virtual
hardware resources are allocated, and these are
often highly underused or unused. The impact

“If rightsizing is ignored, it can
increase the cost and maintenance of
applications.”
of this is mismanaged capacity and this may
influence other VM performance.”
For Bopape, it’s crucial that the company
invests into cloud solutions and deliverables that
are fundamentally flexible. The correct resource
specification needs to be determined from the start
to ensure an adequately sized VM. As workloads
increase, the business can then increase workload
resources. This allows for a blended cost structure
– when business requirements are low, the
resources required are low but can be scaled up to
cater for demand.
“If rightsizing is done correctly, you can get the
right VM to host ratio correctly, improving resource
allocation and usage” concludes Haripal. “The more
VM allocated to the host, the lower the cost. When
rightsizing, you need to take into consideration a
slight overhead to manage any unforeseen issues
and to make important factual decisions based on
a clear understanding of workload patterns.”
Rightsizing done wrong can often be seen in
the Black Friday debris when organisations stagger
to their feet after systems collapsed and gateways
failed. Done right, it can be an elegant solution that
allows for scalable performance within an agile
architecture that’s tailored to business needs.

The size is right
Here are four key facts that highlight the importance of
rightsizing when migrating to the cloud, according to
Bain & Company:

1.

Poorly panned direct-match migration to the public cloud can
cost 10-15% more than keeping workloads on premise.

2.

Nearly 85% of on-premise workloads are overprovisioned so
when the company migrates to the cloud, they are often doing
so at a greater capac ity than they actually need.

3.

Rightsizing can cut cloud migration costs by as much as 60%.

4.

Rightsizing has the potential to dramatically change workloads,
costs, and performance parameters.
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IT modernisation
is vital to digital
transformation
I

n the modern data-focused economy, every CIO is
focused on placing their enterprise on the path to
digital transformation. However, there remains
plenty of uncertainty around the type of investments and
the type of infrastructure that will be required for such
transformation.
The questions facing these CIOs include whether
they should be considering pure cloud solutions, hybrid
versions or something else entirely. They also need to
determine what sort of changes they will need to make to
the datacentre architecture, in order to more effectively
facilitate innovation.
Moreover, explains Mark Louw, vendor and sales
enablement manager at Altron Bytes Systems Integration,
investing in infrastructure remains something that the
C-suite views as a grudge purchase, meaning it’s up to
the CIO to prove that there’s business value and revenue
opportunities that will arise from such IT modernisation.
“It’s essential that IT transformation is used as the
principle on which digital transformation is enabled. The
foundation for this is modernised infrastructure, which
comes in the form of converged and hyperconverged
systems. These, in turn, take advantage of full flash and nonvolatile memory express technologies, in order to deliver
unmatched performance and efficiency at the application
level,” he says.
“Furthermore, the cloud is absolutely crucial to digital
transformation in terms of the design principle. It’s also
worth adding some context around the cloud – this isn’t
something that should be viewed as a destination in and of
itself. Instead, the cloud should serve as an operating model
that can be used to facilitate ‘whatever as a service’ (XaaS)
models.”
It should be noted, Louw adds, that the type of cloud
used – public, private or hybrid – is less important, as
modern datacentres are generally agile enough to transition
seamlessly across multiple clouds. In fact, this agility is likely
to see most organisations adopting a multi-cloud, hybrid
cloud methodology, moving forward.
“When it comes to the datacentre architecture it should
be remembered that hardware needs to enable the
applications that run on it. Thus, moving to a more simplistic,
efficient and powerful way of computing, by leveraging
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Mark Louw, vendor and sales enablement manager at Altron Bytes
Systems Integration

hyperconverged and converged technologies is a great way
to drive innovation.
“Ultimately, though, the true value of modernised
infrastructures comes from the enablement of analytics,
which should enable greater efficiencies and additional
performance gains. Big data and the use thereof also talks
to the core principle of digital transformation and what that
enables companies to do with their data and – most crucially
– how they monetise the data.”
He notes that as digitisation grows apace, the CIO also
needs to focus on future-proofing the business. Success
here depends on first fully understanding the current
environment. Remember that not all the applications that
work in the datacentre, will necessarily work in the same
manner in the cloud, if at all.
“All companies should at least have a view of the cloud
and aim to gain maturity in terms of this journey. The cloud
is not a one-stop-shop; neither is it ideal for all workloads.
Altron can assist companies in facilitating a cloud
assessment and formulating a roadmap to aid the move to
cloud where value is derived and where it makes sense.
“It’s our view that the multi-cloud, hybrid cloud
methodology will in all likelihood be the future of how
South African businesses transact, while utilising analytics,
machine learning and AI to gain a competitive edge,”
concludes Louw.

Financial governance

Which best
practice is
best?
With cost management best practices flooding
the industry, IT decision-makers need to keep a
cool head.
by Chana Boucher PHOTO: supplied

y 2020, organisations without adequate cloud
cost optimisation processes will, on average,
overspend by 40%, according to a recent Gartner
study. In addition, the 2019 RightScale/Flexera
State of the Cloud report found that more than a
third of cloud spend was wasted due to
inefficiencies while cloud users continue to
underestimate the wastage.
The need for good financial governance is
key and many IT decision-makers look to adopt
industry best practices to do so. But how do
you decide which are most effective for cost
management in your organisation?
“Technical people do not typically win awards
for commercial acumen,” quips Adrian van Eeden,
CIO at the University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute
of Business Science. He says cloud provides an
opportunity to move from a capital-heavy, leadcapacity procurement model to a just-in-time
model, where you only pay for what you use.
“Not only do we have the opportunity to avoid
large, upfront cash outlays, or adding weight to
the balance sheet, but our utilisation overheads
can be optimised and even reduced to direct
costs if we are smart about it. The challenge,
however, is that cloud services are intangible and
easy to commission, so costs can balloon very
quickly,” warns Van Eeden.

B

“Technical people do not typically win
awards for commercial acumen.”

To avoid this scenario, many experts in the
cloud space have developed best practices to
assist CIOs. With all the expertise and advice out
there, it can become overwhelming. Besides, it’s
impossible to adopt all the practices. CIOs need
to identify those that align with their business
objectives.
“I think it’s wise to start inside,” says Van
Eeden. His organisation’s financial directors and
compliance officers define the boundaries within
which to operate. “Once these parameters are
understood, it’s a lot easier to find the right data
for controls that suit the organisation.”
Belinda Milwidsky, IT manager at Fluxmans
says there are widespread tools available for
organisations to manage and control their IT
spend. The best practices most effective for cloud
cost management include limiting permissions to
deploy new instances in the cloud.
“It’s imperative to manage who can use and
manage cloud resources with the use of policies
and permissions,” says Milwidsky. “It’s also
important to manage spikes in cloud usage. Alerts
can be configured to manage usage. Changes in
behaviour can also help curb costs.”
Is it worth it?
Van Eeden says practical and realistic guidelines
for financial governance of cloud services are
welcomed. “What innovative person wants to
spend months trying to work out how to avoid
financial catastrophe by trial and error? Standards
define a common language that can be shared
across people, departments, organisations and
industries,” he says.
For Van Eeden, the challenge, however, is that
because services change so rapidly, quite often the
standards can’t keep up. “Good practice is always
good, until it’s bad. Things move on. I think I have
upset many of my service providers by telling them
they are committing their services to a 25-year-old
‘best practice’ that was developed when the IBM
PC was released. Sometimes you need to take a
look at what you’re doing and ask, ‘If I wasn’t doing
it this way today, would I still do it this way now?’
There are almost certainly different ways of doing
things today if people were able to step outside
their ingrained ways of thinking for a second or
two,” he says.
“You shouldn’t drive a car without a licence,
so why should using the cloud be any different?
It’s not a magical machine that anyone can just
turn on. These are powerful and complex tools
and if you don’t know what you’re doing, you
might find yourself in big trouble,” says Van
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Advertorial

It’s all about the
ecosystem
T

here’s no doubt that the cloud journey is something
that most CIOs are already – or soon will be –
undertaking. However, to do so requires a
comprehensive and persuasive business case for cloud
migration, where they are able to justify this investment
both now and in the future. This can be difficult when one
considers that many of the biggest benefits are nebulous in
nature and are thus not easy to quantify, but there is no
doubt these considerations must be factored in by IT
decision-makers.
The benefits offered by cloud include everything from
accelerated innovation through improved economies of
scale and increased agility. Moreover, says Traci Maynard,
Microsoft Executive at Axiz, the cloud also drives better
engagement.
“There is certainly a growing focus on improving
systems of engagement, rather than simply delivering
cost efficiencies in back-office systems, and the cloud is
ultimately the most effective means of forging tighter links
with customers,” she says.
“It’s also important to make sure new customers
understand how the cloud improves the speed of
operations. This, in turn, enables customers to turn to
the cloud to drive more rapid innovation in products and
services. One of the best justifications for a move to the
cloud is that it ensures that organisations of all sizes can
more effectively pace their investments, so as to avoid big
upfront capital expenses. This is where Azure from Microsoft
fits in nicely, as companies only pay for what they consume.”
She adds that the Axiz vision of a cloud ecosystem is
one where the company connects the standard ICT reseller
to the cloud, offering them tools, marketing and support
assistance to service their end-users via the cloud.
“This is done via Microsoft’s Cloud Solutions Provider
(CSP) programme, which provides the perfect platform for
developing basic partnerships into complex ecosystems,
ensuring that whatever an organisation needs, it is able
to access through this ecosystem. This, in turn, allows the
enterprise to focus on its core business instead. CSP is the
ideal programme for ensuring that partners have access to
the skills, experience and competence they need to embrace
the latest cloud technologies.
”CSP is designed to serve as the foundation of cloud
licensing, which enables true digital transformation and
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Tracy Maynard, Microsoft Executive at Axiz

ensures that partners that join this ecosystem will see
enormous possibilities around the cloud open up.”
Maynard adds that the beauty of creating an ecosystem
of this nature is that whatever an organisation needs – be
it pre-sales skills, additional competencies or a complete
infrastructure platform – they are able to access it through
the CSP ecosystem.
“When it comes to facilitating entry to this ecosystem for
IT decision-makers, Axiz not only holds a Microsoft Cloud
Gold competency, but we also offer our own AxizCloud
Portal. This makes accessing the cloud ecosystem easier for
our own customers, which ultimately translates to happier
end-customers.
“It should also be noted that those IT decision-makers
who get their cloud right quickly are faced with enormous
opportunities to make a major play for new cloud business
across the African continent. Naturally, Axiz is positioned
to offer these players the highest levels of support as they
choose to grab this particular bull by the horns. As we move
towards an increasingly digital future, Axiz has recognised
and constantly touts the massive benefits offered by the
cloud. We will thus continue to invest significantly in this, as
we firmly view it as the key technology of the future,” she
concludes.

Financial governance essentials
The CIO at Gordon Institute of Business
Science summarises what he believes are
essential governance practices for cloud cost
management:
• Pick up the tools. The major cloud providers
have granular budgeting and control tools to allow
you to set limits and alerts on all services in realtime. Ensure you know how to use these and that
someone is reviewing the reports and alerts.
• Create gatekeepers. Strictly limit the people who
have permission to create new services and hold
those people accountable.
• Create a divide. Maintain a separation of concerns
between those creating services and those
approving commercial agreements.
• Train. Make sure those using the services are
trained to the appropriate level. I would also
suggest that even a developer or engineer be
given some commercial training.
• Keep a clean house. Cloud services should be
regularly audited and redundant volumes, images,
databases and so on should be cleaned out.

Adrian van Eeden, CIO
at the University of
Pretoria’s Gordon Institute
of Business Science

Eeden. He concludes that training is essential
and doesn’t come with a hefty price tag since
many cloud providers offer free training on their
suites, while sites such as LinkedIn and Udemy
feature a lot of helpful material that can be used
as a starting point.
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open source software

The perfect
match
Without open source, there would likely be no cloud.
by james francis PHOTO: Image library

I think that CIOs are more concerned about
the use case than its implementation. I believe
that open source software (OSS) and the cloud
provide the implementation details that are for the
product managers and architects to worry about.
The value that you would drive to the higher
levels would be the scalability, reliability and
cutting edge abilities of OSS. When you want to
be at the forefront of technology today, you need
to be open source.”
Quintin de Kok, cloud solutions architect at
Netstar, clarified something that kept appearing
during this article’s research: high-level
technology executives are not very familiar
with the role of open source within a cloud
environment. There isn’t much reason for them to
be. As service culture becomes the norm across
the business technology world, performance
is measured by the output and price, usually
balanced between each other.
How those two are achieved becomes a
question for the system architects and other
people deep inside the service’s machinery.
For them, open source is a critical part of
cloud systems. But how influential has the OSS
movement become in the service era? As it turns
out, massively so.

“

oss in the cloud world
Whereas OSS once raised the hackles of
proprietary-minded vendors, the speed of
development and bug squashing has made
OSS a neat fit for today’s accelerating digital
environments. Microsoft, once one of OSS’
biggest denouncers, has invested billions into

“When you want to be at the forefront
of technology today, you need to be
open source.”
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the OSS market and recently bought the OSS
development mecca, Github.
“Interestingly, almost all the large IT
companies are making significant investments
in open source software. They aren’t doing this
for altruistic reasons, but because they, in turn,
sell software and services that benefit from open
source,” local cloud evangelist Lance Peppler
wrote in a recent blogpost.
This is the critical switch: instead of making
money from licensing access to proprietary
technologies, ICT increasingly uses OSS to
develop services that are then subscribed to
customers or users. Even internal private clouds
rely on OSS technologies because the cloud has
matured with the help of OSS. If the question
is whether the cloud needs OSS, the answer is
simple: without OSS there’d likely be no cloud.
A chance in costs
Speed is one reason why OSS has become so
popular. But what about cost? The argument
has long held that OSS means no licence fees,
a notoriously big drain on IT budgets. But past
experiences have shown that licence savings are
often reduced by higher skill requirements.
Licensing still exists in the cloud world, but
it’s more peripheral and evolving outside of
its traditional definition. It’s how OSS eases
development that has made it so important for
modern architectures, including the cloud.
“Open source saves you money on licensing,
whether you are in the cloud or on-premises,
therefore we can’t say you must be in the
cloud to save on licensing offered by open
source solutions,” says Bheki Masinga, cloud
architect and system administrator at Silicon Sky.
“Proprietary software from different vendors is
usually incompatible with other software in the
same category. They use proprietary and closed
source file formats to make it difficult for users to
migrate their data to other solutions. The same

cannot be said about open source solutions. It’s
easy to migrate data from one OSS platform to
another.”
In other words, OSS is perfectly suited for
the interconnected, API-loving world of today.
Another oft-mentioned virtue is that the
dynamic development world of OSS is a good
way to dampen lock-in. De Kok says there are
many existing applications that can be ported to
the cloud because of their OSS foundation. End
of life is further away for such applications than
tradition would suggest.
Giants standing on OSS shoulders
How does open source fit into cloud economics?
The short answer is that open source and the
cloud are inseparable.
Nothing makes this more clear than the
prevalence of open source software (OSS)
among the hyperscale providers. Both Microsoft
Azure and Amazon AWS use a multitude of OSS
systems, tweaked and wrapped in their own
brands and then sold as platform or software
services.
These include support for OSS services such
as OpenVPN and MongoDB. At least a quarter
of Azure machines run on Linux and AWS
offers a free O’Reilly ebook, Open Source in the
Enterprise. Google Cloud, which lags behind its
two competitors, has been aggressively pursuing
OSS in the hopes this will help expand its market
share. Its engineers created the Kubernetes
container system, now part of the Cloud Native
Computing Foundation of which all three
hyperscale providers are members.
Cloud relies deeply on open source for both its
development agility and subscription economics.
So it’s not really surprising that the higher up the
IT food chain you go, the less distinction is made
on whether a cloud project uses open source
services. These choices matter in the engine
room.

open source code,
image library

But at the highest level, it would be prudent
to grasp OSS’s keystone role in enabling modern
technology, realising a change from traditional
licensing and fundamentally influencing ICT
decisions. Cloud or no cloud, OSS is becoming a
critical part of digital success.
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future

by Tamsin Oxford PHOTO: image library

t the end of last year, analysts spewed forth
their usual predictions for the 2019 and 2020
futures - predictions that all hang from the hooks
of cloud and digital.
The IDG’s 2018 Cloud Computing Study found
that 30% of all IT budgets are allocated to cloud,
while 76% of organisations are looking to cloud
apps and platforms to accelerate IT service
delivery. That said, over the past year, 77% of
those organisations will have migrated at least
one app or part of infrastructure to the cloud and
around 76% have recognised the cloud’s ability
to accelerate IT delivery with a dedicated cloud
budget and strategic investment.
The CIO, the IT leader and the C-suite are
facing a new onslaught of solutions and platforms
designed to transport them to the cloud. But there
is a very clear need to ensure that the capabilities
of cloud are leveraged properly by developing a
road map to an all-in cloud future.
There’s been this rush to colonise the cloud
because no business wants to be the one
that’s left behind, but this haste has often seen
organisations achieve little speed. To employ
cloud to its full potential, there has to be a
strategic directive that’s fully aware of, and can
leverage, the organisation’s existing infrastructure,
understands the long- and short-term directives
of the business and recognises the multitude of
compliance, regulatory, governance and technical
issues that come along with it.
For Natsure, Sasfin and Broadband Infraco, the
all-in cloud future has become a part of their
strategic future-forward IT investment vision,
driving how they invest into cloud and the type
of cloud adoption they consider. Each has taken a
fresh approach tailored to their specific company
requirements.
“The reality we face is that if we don’t keep
up with technology, we probably won’t be in
business in five years’ time,” says Bernice van
Leeuwen, COO, Natsure. “Developing the road
map to this all-in cloud future is the same as any
other project the organisation embarks on and the
same methodologies should be applied. Assess
the risks involved, do a cost-benefit analysis, then

A

Roadmap to the
all-in cloud
For Natsure, Sasfin and Broadband Infraco, the
all-in cloud future has become a part of their
strategic future-forward IT investment vision.
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“The reality we face is that if we don’t keep up with technology, we
probably won’t be in business in five years’ time.”
set out testing to sign off the implementation plan
application by application.”
Natsure used an agile approach in moving
its environments to the cloud, taking the time
to research and find the best-suited cloud
partners that met various requirements. The
team followed a clearly defined pathway that
included risk assessment, scope and focus
for the research arm; design architecture and
selecting cloud services for the selection phase;
deployment and implementation that followed
migration, where applicable, user testing, and
deployment. In addition, security, optimisation
and maintenance remained priorities.
Another organisation that has put many of its
eggs in the cloud basket is Sasfin, adopting an
all-in cloud strategy that’s playing a significant
role in its growth and success. Over the past
few years, the company has plotted steady
progress in its move towards an entirely cloudbased model, using cloud solutions to enhance
offerings and streamline processes.
“Cost efficiency and risk reduction are two
of the primary drivers of our cloud-adoption
strategy,” says Josh Souchon, CIO, Sasfin.
“That said, there are challenges that have to
be considered along the road. The first is the
regulatory environment as the guidance is
very prescriptive around how you adopt cloud,
specifically within the financial sector, and
you have to be clear around this framework. It
means that not everything can go to the cloud.
Some of our legacy apps aren’t suitable, so
we look at platforms and services rather than
redeploying directly into the cloud.”
For Broadband Infraco, cloud has delivered
immense benefits, allowing for the organisation
to scale up, upgrade and remain available at
all times. Gift Zowa, chief technical officer, has
found that the move towards IT in the cloud
has seen the company save on server hardware,
licenses and software while reducing the
number of skills required to do the same thing it
did on legacy platforms.
“At this stage, the industry does not have
enough skills. We are in a transition phase

where education is trying to catch up with
demand,” says Zowa. “This is a big challenge as
there’s a shift from the way we used to work
and we need a new skillset for people to work
in this new environment. After we migrated, we
encountered a few challenges as not everyone
could work with the new system. However,
from our perspective, rolling out the cloud
capabilities for our IT environment was cost
effective and made a lot more sense. It has
been far easier to maintain. The concerns we
still battle with are security, autonomy, skills
and third-party risk.”
A roadmap supports the process of moving
into the cloud in a way that facilitates an
organisation’s unique requirements and
demands. Yes, unique sounds like a snowflake,
but the reality is that every company has its
own challenges, needs, infrastructure hang-ups
and expectations. Grasping the limitations of
industry and technology promotes a deeper
understanding of exactly how cloud will benefit
and how to build a future-relevant strategy that
can evolve with time, demand and capacity.

The future is multi-cloud
The 2018 IDG Cloud Computing study found that organisations
continue to increase their investment and evolve their cloud
environments. These are the key findings:
• Seventy-three percent of organisations have at least one application, or a
portion of their computing infrastructure already in the cloud – 17% plan to do
so within the next 12 months.
• More than one third of respondents (38%) said their IT department feels
pressure to migrate 100% to the cloud.
• Organisations are utilising a mix of cloud delivery models. Currently the average
environment is 53% non-cloud, 23% SaaS, 16% IaaS and 9% PaaS; however, this
will evolve to only 31% non-cloud within 18 months.
• Forty-two percent of organisations are using multi cloud. The top two benefits
of a multi cloud strategy are increased cloud options (59%) and easier and faster
disaster recovery (40%).
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Building the future
Digital transformation puts business at the heart of technology decision-making,
so we’re told. Whether it’s ordering a server on the company credit card or
engaging IT on ROIs for cloud services, the relationship, we are repeatedly told,
between the CIO and business unit heads is changing.
by Adam Oxford | PHOTOs: Karolina Komendera

According to Forrester, the CIO is still the one in control of the IT budget.
Only 5% of new tech purchases are made without their say-so. So where are
South Africa’s savviest CIOs focussing their spend? How are they managing
the transition to hybrid and public cloud?
Transformer teamed up with infrastructure specialists Altron Bytes to host
a special roundtable discussion to find out.
Increasing spend
South Africa is investing in digital. Despite tough economic times, about half
of the participants in our roundtable reported an increase in the IT budget
last year, and all of them claim to still be in the driving seat when it comes to
spending decisions.
“There’s been a shift in the budget,” said CTO of Bayport Financial
Services, Yoav Tchelet, “But that’s coming on the back of the assumption
that there has to be a reduction in costs in other places. We’re driving into
automation and other ways of delivering efficiencies, so that the costs
eventually balance each other out.”
Sandra la Bella, Group CIO for Alexander Forbes Financial Services,
believes that much investment is still going towards capex refreshes that
are `keeping the lights on’, albeit with a move towards `cloud-like services’
that are based in a private datacentre. Getting sign-off on R&D budgets, she
said, is tough, although it will certainly become a KPI point to ensure new
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technologies should lead to reduced cost of
ownership, if not in the same year, then in the
future.
But everyone’s experience has been different.
“We’ve had a budget increase,” agreed
Nkhanedzeni Lugisani, CIO of the Gautrain
Management Agency, “but capex has gone
down significantly. We’ve managed to convince
the organisation of the need for new technology
and digital transformation, and there’s a shift into
cloud infrastructure.”
“Although our IT budget has increased on
both the capex and opex sides,” said Dr Avsharn
Bachoo, CTO of PPS Insurance, “we haven’t set
aside much for infrastructure.”
Private or public?
Are people still spending on infrastructure?
Bachoo said his firm is moving to an almost pure
cloud environment, and that the hybrid model
hadn’t delivered the same benefits.
Altron’s vendor and sales enablement
manager, Mark Louw, said that many customers
are planning to work within private cloud
environments for a while yet, with distributed

Brought to you by

or public cloud adoption still running alongside
investments on their own infrastructure.
Bayport’s Tchelet said that it very much
depended on the use case. Utilising on-premise
equipment is still a priority, but the environment
just isn’t suited for emerging technologies such as
AI and machine learning. They need infrastructure
that can scale.
Absa CDO Suren Govender agreed, and added
that no one option is going to be 100% right, and
multi-vendor, multi-cloud strategies aren’t going
away.
Owning your data
“We’re fortunate as an industry to have a bunch
of good cloud options that can help us hit scale,”
Govender said. “Ten years ago, it was hard to get
people to understand the value, but now we have
lots of good success stories.”
Not having to worry about `tin stacks’ means
that you can focus energy on innovation, he
continued.
In the public sector, said Steven Botsime of
the Gauteng Provincial Government, there’s still
uncertainty around investment at the board level.
“A lot of institutions and state owned
companies haven’t been able to adopt cloud
infrastructure as fast as in the private sector,”
Botsime said, “but those arguments are being
won. There are great strides from SITA in setting
up a private cloud, but government information
can’t be stored overseas.”
There’s confusion in the private sector,
too, added PPS’ Avsharn, because although

Mandla
Mkhwanazi,
Transnet

many believe data cannot be stored overseas, the Protection of Personal
Information Act (PoPI) doesn’t actually prohibit it.
Alexander Forbes’ La Belle singled out the financial regulator for praise,
saying that the organisation had listened to cloud providers, understanding
the security implications of cloud. Two years ago, she said, the regulator was
still slowing down many processes, but now it’s highly responsive.
“The other big challenge is around who owns the data,” said Mandla
Mkhwanazi, digital business leader at Transnet. “As IT, we take it that we
own data by default because it lives on our infrastructure. But we really need
to make sure that the true owners understand what the regulations say can
be done and what can’t.”
Mkhwanazi said that many conversations around innovation and digital
transformation within the organisation have led to tough conversations
about data ownership and identifying who is responsible for correctly
processing it.
“We’ve adopted a hybrid approach to infrastructure,” said Ezzard de Lange,
IT portfolio manager at Eskom. “There has been some resistance.”

Sandra la Bella,
Alexander Forbes
Financial Services

Tim Ellis,
Bytes System
Integration
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De Lange said challenges around data
ownership often arise after IT projects have been
implemented, if the scale and implications haven’t
been thoroughly thought through by data owners.
“What we do now is that we start with the
basics, with asset classification and ownership,
then look at risk assessments. You realise that you
can’t just forklift things to the cloud because of
the hype cycle. You have to do things on a case
by case basis that clearly outlines the benefits.”

Yoav Tchelet, CTO
Bayport Financial
Services

Skills and culture
Addressing culture and communications is
essential to a successful strategy, said Bytes
Systems Integration MD Leslie Moodley.
“It’s one of the biggest areas that we have to
get right, or we’re just planning to fail. We need
the skills to move data to the cloud, but, more
importantly, we need to transform the culture to
take advantage of it. You’re not doing it because
it’s the right cost, it’s because it’s the right
business model. It’s about finding new ways to
monetise IT and provide returns on investment.
Firms don’t understand that there’s a boomerang
effect. They rush onto the cloud and bounce
straight back.”
One example, explained colleague Tim Ellis, is
when firms migrate to Office 365, but continue
working with the traditional part of the Office
suite without taking advantage of new features.
“We have a two-pronged approach to change
management,” said Gautrain’s Lugasani. “We have
a change management unit in HR, and the IT
department no longer talks about technology. We
talk about value, we identify a champion inside
a business unit, we sit with them, develop the
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solution, roll it out, then hand over to HR, which takes over responsibility for
change management. It works beautifully.”
Collaborations between IT and HR are essential, agreed Transnet’s
Mkhwanazi.
“Often the benefits you plan for aren’t the ones that you get out; they
come from the users who speed up the process of change,” he said. “I always
talk about value, what is the value. I’ve stopped talking about cost. Cloud is
not about saving costs.”
Billing and monetising
Eskom’s De Lange added that the business cases for cloud migration now are
not focussed on financial gains, but on business value.
And proving the value means getting closer to the way data is being used
and developing internal markets.
“Everyone said that the cost per headcount model was too complex, but,
actually, it’s the easiest thing to do,” said Absa’s Govender. “We’ve done it
as a model, which I think will take off because the way a cloud provider
meters usage, we can meter everything. If you’re a heavy Skype user who is
attracting real costs, we can bill you for that.”
“You can put a number in front of decision-makers,” added Gautrain’s
Lugisani.
Ultimately, this can lead to different monetisation strategies, based on
cents and not rands, getting more value out of every product, said Govender.
“It’s all showing how embedded IT is in the business.”
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PoPI: Just another policy?
While our own office of the information regulator inches towards life, organisations
are coming to terms with what the legislation is going to mean. An ITWeb survey
from November last year showed that just over a third of respondents said they
were on track to meet PoPI requirements.
by Matthew Burbidge | PHOTOs: Karolina Komendera

Brainstorm: May marks the first anniversary of GDPR. What have we
learned?
Jenny Monihall, the owner at RITS South Africa, an IT services company,
says in her experience, the C-suite remains largely ignorant of what GDPR
and PoPI mean for their business. She adds that it’s important that awareness
and preparedness should begin with the leaders of an organisation.
Emmanuel Kekena, director at MEK Holdings, says expenses relating to
regulatory requirements are ‘grudge purchases’.
“I think a lot of people are taking a wait-and-see approach. If we sign up
with a cloud provider, we hope they’re GDPR-compliant, and then (we hope)
that will take the monkey off our back.”
He also says that the amount of time the information regulator, Advocate
Pansy Tlakula, has spent thus far in setting up her organisation is an indicator
of the complexity of the task.
Maria Pienaar, CIO of operations for Blue Label Ventures, says it’s a
matter of education and training, and recounts how at one organisation at
which she was employed, there were 1 800 processes in place. It’s almost
impossible to enforce all these policies and processes, leading to a situation
where insider risk goes unnoticed, until a breach, that is. For her, GDPR is ‘just
another policy’.
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Sandhya Ramdhany, Oracle legal director, says
she thinks the information regulator will look at
the measures an organisation has taken to ensure
it’s compliant.
“Do you have the policies? Can you show
mandatory training, and can you show that there
are measures you’ve entrenched to solve for these
risks? Can you prove you haven’t been negligent
or irresponsible, and buried your head in the
ground?”
Still, argues Pienaar, PoPI and GDPR by
themselves won’t protect a company from risk
and are designed to protect the consumer.
Nevada Gordon, Oracle regional sales manager,
says the CEO, CIO and CFO are all going to be
held directly accountable for breaches.
He says whichever cloud provider an
organisation chooses, the relationship is one of
shared responsibility.
Has your business process changed?
And how?
Lindiwe Bees, from the Office of the Gauteng
Premier, says it took two years for its executives

Brought to you by

William Jones,
Royal
Haskoningdhv

to decide to adopt even basic cloud services,
and even then they were concerned about
confidential documents being stored there.
Pienaar says effective security begins with the
principal of trust, something she says is in short
supply in South Africa. The country also has the
smartest criminals, she maintains.
“It starts from our political layer all the way
down. Look at how people are driving on the
roads. There are rules in place,” she says, adding it
will be a challenge to hold people accountable, ‘in
a society like this’.
Victor Botlhokwane, cloud solution engineering
manager at Oracle, says for him, security means
three things.
“First is policies, and these, for some companies,
are a reaction to some kind of regulation or
requirement. Policies don’t exist in a vacuum.”
Processes follow, which are actually the
implementation of policies.
These two legs, maintains Botlhokwane, form
the culture of an organisation. When speaking
about, say, security, this would then be how an
organisation pursues its security strategy.
Systems, too, are a vital part of the process,
which, applied to security, is how an organisation
will apply its security policy.
“We can have all the policies and processes and
culture in place, but we need to have systems that
will actually protect the organisation. If one of
these is missing, we’ve got a problem.”
He says most of its customers know exactly
what PoPI means, but it’s another matter
whether they’re ready to implement it in their
organisations.

Oracle’s Ramdhany says by now, data is the most valuable commodity.
“The more valuable something becomes, the more you protect it and put
it under lock and key, and that lock and key is PoPI and GDPR and internal
compliances.
“Where your organisation is in this respect shows how much you have to
lose,” she says, adding that in the case of Oracle, it has billions of dollars at
stake.
“There’s no burying your head in the sand. Behaviour will only change
once an organisation gets a rap over the knuckles and the bottom line is
affected.”
But just because a company is complying with GDPR doesn’t mean they’re
protected from breaches, says Pienaar, adding that a company will only be
secure once it starts authenticating its users.
She says she may well be dating herself, but in the ‘old days’ of computing,
they used an ‘AAA server’, which stood for ‘access, authentication, and
authorisation’.
This, she says, should be built into every organisation’s system architecture,
in every single piece of data, transaction and process.

Lindiwe Bees,
Office of the
Gauteng Premier

Maria Pienaar,
Blue Label
Ventures
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CIO roundtable

Masego
Khutsoane, e4
Strategic

Sihle Mthiyane,
NTP
Radioisotopes

Jenny
Monihall,
RITS-SA

Sihle Mthiyane, the CIO at NTP Radioisotopes,
says he’s just joined the organisation, and: “I don’t
think we’re comfortable with the level of security
in the cloud.
“Who exactly are we giving our data to? If it is
outside the borders, what control do we have?
That’s our biggest concern. We don’t want to
find ourselves in a situation where we’re not in
control of our environment. The security and
confidentiality requirements of our business
makes us be a lot more careful.”
He adds that one of cloud’s selling points is
that it’s cheaper.
“It’s not. It’s just change of costs, from capex
to opex.”
Masego Khutsoane, divisional head for financial
services for e4 Strategic, echoes Mthiyane,
saying its biggest clients are banks, which are also
concerned about security.
“If there’s a breach, we can’t push that
responsibility to someone else, it’s still ours.
We’re looking at moving, but it’s not going to be
anytime soon.”
Bill Jones, consultant, digital transformation,
for Royal Haskoningdhv, says when it comes to
compliance, it should be viewed as a business
improvement exercise.
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Nevada Gordon,
regional sales
manager,
Oracle

CIO roundtable

Sandhya Ramdhany,
legal director,
Oracle

Francois Marais,
cloud solution engineering
manager, Oracle

“When it comes to cloud, you have to ask, ‘Does that fit inside my tomb of
a datacentre, or can I take some of it and start filtering it out of the business?’
“As security becomes more and more complicated, the resources we’re
spending money on, which are humans, need to be focussed on doing the
smart stuff, not looking after what they’ve done for the last 10 or 15 years.”
Francois Marais, solutions engineer and manager for Oracle, says given
most threats will come from inside the organisation, his company has to
make sure of its ability to isolate internal threats so that they can’t get access
to data in its raw format.
Who’s in charge of compliance?

Victor Bothlokwane,
cloud solution
engineering
manager, Oracle

Oracle’s Gordon says compliance needs to be followed across the whole
organisation, and isn’t just an IT function.
“Someone needs to be held accountable. With GDPR, the buck stops with
the CEO, CFO and the CIO. A human can’t fight the complexity of breaches,
so it’s the power of a machine against a machine.”
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A total cost

model for cloud
SOURCE FROST & SULLIVAN
ILLUSTRATION YVETTE BOWER

THE STANDARD TOTAL
COST OF OWNERSHIP
(TCO) VS TOTAL COST OF
SERVICE (TCS)
Comparison model is based on
this formula:
Cost of system = set-up cost +
operational expense.

HOW TO CHOOSE
BETWEEN CLOUD
AND ON-PREMISES?

They fail to capture some key costs and
benefits of cloud computing, such as:

1 SCALABILITY

Passes the risk of
sub-optimal investment decisions
on to the cloud provider.

2 AGILITY
Gives you the ability to deploy
innovations and products quickly.

TCO = amortised server cost
+ bandwidth cost + support
and maintenance cost +
power cost + cooling cost +
facilities cost + real estate
cost + cost of downtime +
software cost.

3 SECURITY
Security is a cost, whether you
choose cloud or on-premises - but
which is bigger?
The formula to calculate the cost of
security:

Choose whichever
is cheaper.
But, this only works when all
costs and benefits are captured.

Cost of an attack multiplied by
probability of an attack.

THE FINAL TCO / TCS COMPARISON
MODEL.

After accounting for scalability, agility and security,
the formula becomes:
TCS (Cloud) = service charge + implementation and
migration cost + support cost + bandwidth cost + cost
of downtime + software cost + security cost
(probability of breach x cost of breach).
TCO = amortised server cost + bandwidth cost +
support and maintenance cost + power cost + cooling
cost + facilities cost + real estate cost + cost of
downtime + software cost + cost of scalability
(business lost + opportunity cost) + cost of agility (time
to market delays) + security cost (probability of breach
x cost of breach).
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THE PROBLEM WITH
STANDARD TCO / TCS
COMPARISONS
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